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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tämän opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena oli analysoida teknisen analyysin kannattavuutta. 

Tämän saavuttamiseksi opinnäytetyössä tutkittiin kattavasti, teoreettisia tutkimuksia ja 

olemassa olevaa aihetta koskevaa kirjallisuutta. Lisäksi suoritettiin perusteellinen empiirinen 

kokeilu näiden menetelmien käytön ja onnistumisen tarkkailemiseksi käytännössä teknisiä 

kaupankäyntialgoritmeja hyödyntäen. 

Tässä artikkelissa analysoitujen teoreettisten tutkimusten ja kirjallisuuden perusteella 

rahoitusmarkkinoilla on suuri määrä rahoitusalan ammattilaisia, jotka luottavat teknisen 

analyysin kannattavuuteen. Toisaalta teknisen analyysin menetelmiä kohtaan ja niiden kykyä 

johdonmukaisesti tuottaa voittoa on edelleen jonkin verran skeptisyyttä. Suurin osa 

kirjallisuudesta kuitenkin kallistui ainakin jonkin verran teknisen analyysin puolelle ja 

vähintäänkin havaittiin, että erilaisia teknisen analyysin periaatteita hyödyntämällä on 

mahdollista tuottaa voittoa. 

Tämän opinnäytetyön empiirisessä osassa strategioilla saatiin positiivisia tuloksia 

Yhdysvaltain osakemarkkinoiden hintaliikkeiden ennustamisessa. Ne myös onnistuivat 

tuottamaan jonkin verran voittoa ja suoriutuivat suhteellisen hyvin vertailuindeksiin 

verrattuna. Kokonaistulokset olivat positiivisia, mutta algoritmit vaatisivat vielä paljon työtä, 

jotta ne kykenisivät toimimaan kannattavasti muuttuvissa markkinaympäristöissä. 

Opinnäytetyön loppupäätelmä on, että teknisellä analyysillä on paikkansa 

rahoitusmarkkinoiden analysoinnissa. Se ei ehkä ole yleisesti kannattavaa kaikissa 

rahoitusympäristöissä tai kaikissa omaisuusluokissa, mutta on olemassa huomattava määrä 

näyttöä siitä, että oikein käytettynä ja oikeassa kaupankäyntiympäristössä teknistä analyysiä 

voidaan varmasti käyttää menestyksekkäästi. 

Kannattavuuden näkökulmasta on erittäin todennäköistä, että jos teknisen analyysin 

käyttäjä on rahoituksen ammattilainen, hänellä on riittävä kokemus, sekä kyky käyttää 

oikeita indikaattoreita ja menetelmiä oikeassa kontekstissa, voidaan tuottaa merkittäviä 

voittoja. Tästä aiheesta tarvitaan kuitenkin lisää tutkimusta, jotta saadaan lisätietoja siitä, 

mihin tekninen analyysin menetelmät riittävät. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this bachelor thesis was to analyse the profitability of technical analysis. In 

order to achieve this, the thesis investigated comprehensively, theoretical studies and 

existing literature around the subject. Additionally, thorough empirical experimentation was 

conducted to observe the use and successfulness of these methods in practice by utilizing 

technical trading algorithms.  

According to the theoretical studies and literature analysed in this paper, there is a large 

amount of finance professional, who are confident in the profitability of the technical 

analysis in financial markets. On the other hand, there still is a certain amount scepticism 

towards the methods of technical analysis and their ability to consistently generate profit. 

However, most of the literature were at least somewhat leaning to the side of technical 

analysis and at the minimum, they found that there is a possibility to generate profit by 

utilizing various principles of technical analysis.  

In the empirical part of this bachelor thesis, the strategies had some positive results when it 

comes to predicting price movements in US equity markets. They also were somewhat 

successful at generating profit and performed relatively well against the benchmark 

performance. The overall findings were positive however, the algorithms would still need a 

lot of work in order for them to function independently in changing market environments in 

a profitable manner.  

The final conclusion of the thesis is that technical analysis has its place in analysing financial 

markets. It might not be universally profitable in all financial environments or with all asset 

classes, but there is a significant amount of evidence that when used in a correct way and in 

correct trading environment, technical analysis certainly is able to be used successfully.  

When it comes to profitability it is highly probable, that if the user of the technical analysis is 

a finance professional, has sufficient amount of experience, or has the ability to use the right 

indicators and methods in a right context, considerable profits can be generated. However, 

more research on this subject is still needed in order to find out more about what technical 

analysis is capable of. 
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1. Introduction 

The topic of this bachelor thesis is “is technical analysis a successful tool for trade decision?”. 

In this paper consists of two main sections, the theoretical section and the methodological 

section. The theoretical section focuses on existing literature around this subject and review 

on available research that has been made about the profitability of technical analysis. The 

methodological sections consist of experimentation with technical analysis using common 

strategies utilized in algorithmic trading in order to assess the profitability and usefulness of 

these methods.  

In this paper, the subject of technical analysis is mainly observed from the point of view of 

algorithmic trading, which in modern times is the most highly utilized way of implementing 

strategies of technical analysis. As of 2021, in the developed markets, the share of 

algorithmic trading in total volume is around 70% to 80%. (Kamlesh, 2021) 

1.1 Relevance 

Technical analysis is a topic that has been in up for discussion ever since these methods have 

come in wider knowledge among individuals working in finance sector. There are finance 

professionals who approve the methods of technical analysis as relevant and profitable. On 

the other hand, there are also a great amount of scepticism from finance professionals who 

believe that fundamental analysis is superior to technical analysis and criticizes technical 

analysis as being unprofitable.  

To this day, there still is not a definitive answer to the question if technical analysis works as 

the practitioners of these methods are claiming them to work and more experimentation 

and further studies on this subject are still needed. (Scott, Carr, Cremonie, 2016) 

1.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this bachelor thesis are to analyse and produce an overview about the 

profitability of technical analysis in financial markets. For this to be achieved, a review of the 
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existing research and literature on this subject is made in order to find data for this 

overview. This will be including theoretical and empirical studies analysing profitability of 

technical analysis compared to other methods evaluating financial instruments as well as 

research conducted concerning the usefulness and profitability of individual methods and 

indicators in technical analysis. Technical analysis will be surveyed from both sides of the 

debate, there is going to be studies that both supporting and opposing technical analysis. 

There will also be a summary of different systems and techniques that are used in order to 

measure the profitability of these strategies and indicators.  

Additionally in the empirical section, these strategies are put to a practical test. This will 

illustrate how the methods introduced in theoretical section are actually used to evaluate 

different assets and make successful trade decisions. The strategies that will be tested are 

constructed from various commonly used and well documented techniques and indicators 

that are frequently used by finance professionals and other individuals utilizing technical 

trading strategies. 

1.3. Implementation 

The trades will be simulated by paper trading US equities, using trading algorithms. These 

algorithms are constructed with a visual programming tool called Blue Shift, which is based 

on a visual programming language developed by Google and MIT called Blockly. All of the 

strategies themselves, will be utilizing different technical indicators. Strategy number one 

will be based on relative strength index and MACD, the second strategy is based on relative 

strength index and simple moving average, and the third will be using MACD and simple 

moving average.  

There will a detailed explanation to describe how these strategies were actually constructed 

in Blue Shift and what other variables were included in these trading algorithms. 

Performance of these strategies will be measured by comparing it with a benchmark 

performance. Additionally, the profitability will be further analysed by using various, most 

commonly used performance measuring metrics and the profitability of the strategies will be 
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analysed in order find out if it is competitive against other trading and investing methods 

and strategies.  

These metrics will be including measures such as Sortino ratio, Sharpe ratio, and Omega 

ratio. The actual functionality and explanation on how these ratios are calculated and 

interpreted in practise, will be described at a greater detail in performance measurement 

section. 

With the combination of the literature review and with the methodological experimentation 

of these methods, a conclusion will be drawn if these methods are found by this bachelor 

thesis, to be useful in practice and to be profitable when compared to other alternative 

techniques, or if they do not work in practice and cannot be used in order to consistently 

generate profit. 
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2. Theory 

Technical analysis is a method used by financial professionals in finance and economics to 

model and search for predictable regularities, or “patterns” in stock price volatility. The most 

important function of technical analysis is to find various trends and utilize them in 

investment decisions. When combined with proper investing or trading criteria, technical 

analysis assumes that historical trading activity and price variations of a security can be 

valuable indicators of the security's future price movements (Hayes, 2021). 

Technical analysis is commonly used alongside of fundamental analysis in decision making in 

context of financial markets. In fundamental analysis, an analyst must consider a company's 

financial statements, business model, broader macroeconomic circumstances, managerial 

competencies, and many other factors in order to arrive at a specific fair value. Technical 

analysis, on the other hand, is uninterested in this in-depth examination of these basic 

variables. A technical analyst, on the other hand, simply considers the price of a stock as a 

result of supply-demand interaction. Price is ultimate for a technical analyst, who regards it 

as an expression of all essential realities. As a result, they concentrate on only two parts of 

the market. Price vs. time and volume are two factors to consider (eLearn markets, Nd). 

There is a large amount of existing literature concerning the subject of technical analysis. 

Even so it is still an extremely disputed topic and there is still no consensus about its role in 

finance. This literature was thoroughly examined and analysed in order to produce the 

thesis. This will include large amount of research papers concerning especially the 

profitability of technical analysis. These papers can be empirical research papers and 

collective research papers analysing existing literature on this subject. We will go through 

the most important aspects of technical analysis in this chapter. 

2.1. Efficient market hypothesis 

Efficient market hypothesis is one of the most prominent and well-known academical papers 

that is clearly opposed to technical analysis. This paper describes especially well the most 

important arguments why many academics in finance do not believe in the consistent 
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profitability of technical analysis and this is the reason why it was very relevant to include it 

into this thesis. 

According to Fama's hypothesis, while an investor may strike it rich and acquire a stock that 

generates relatively good short-term profits, he cannot realistically expect to get a return on 

investment that is significantly greater than the market average over the long run. The 

theory's main conclusion is that because stocks always trade at their fair market value, it's 

extremely difficult to purchase undervalued stocks at a discount or sell overpriced equities 

for a profit. Neither professional stock research nor properly applied market timing tactics 

can hope to outperform the broader market on a consistent basis. If that's the case, the only 

option for investors to get higher returns is to take on a lot more risk.  

There are three major variations of the efficient market hypothesis, these are: 

• The weak form, which assumes that security prices reflect all publicly available 

market information, but that new information that is not yet publicly available may 

not be reflected. It also implies that previous price, volume, and return information is 

unrelated to future pricing. 

• The semi-strong form, which ignores the value of both technical and fundamental 

analysis. The semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis takes the weak 

form assumptions and adds to them by assuming that prices respond swiftly to any 

new public information that becomes available, leaving fundamental research useless 

for forecasting future price movements. 

• The strong form, according to it prices always represent the full of both public and 

private information. This contains all publicly accessible information, both old and 

new, as well as insider knowledge. 

There is a huge amount of debate surrounding the efficient market hypothesis. Supporters 

of the efficient market hypothesis frequently make their case based on the theory's basic 

logic or a number of research that appear to back it up. On the other hand, people who 

argue against it, in other words people who believe in the profitability of technical analysis, 
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point to the apparent evidence that some traders and investors continually achieve higher 

returns on investment than the market as a whole (CFI, Nd. All material in this section). 

2.1.1. Behavioural finance 

Perhaps the strongest arguments against the efficient market hypothesis comes from 

behavioural finance, which studies the behaviour and the effect of the psychology of 

individuals in financial decision making. According to the theories of behavioural finance, 

more often than not, the psychology of the market participants is an extremely major factor 

in trade decisions, which was not taken properly into account in efficient market hypothesis. 

Efficient market hypothesis was based on the assumption that market participants always 

rely on the available information and that they are always able make rational decisions 

based on that information (Konstantinidis, Katarachia, Borovas, Voutsa, 2012). 

Behavioural finance may be studied from a variety of different angles. Stock market returns 

are one area of finance where psychological factors are frequently considered to impact 

market outcomes and returns, although there are many distinct perspectives to consider. 

The goal of behavioural finance categorization is to help individuals understand why they 

make specific financial decisions and how those decisions influence the financial markets. 

The impact of biases is one of the most important parts of behavioural finance research. 

Biases can arise for a number of causes. Biases are often characterized as one of five 

fundamental principles. Understanding and categorizing various forms of behavioural 

finance biases can be critical when focusing on the research or analysis of industry or sector 

outcomes and results (Hayes, 2021). 

These biases do have a great impact in financial decision making. This supports the idea that 

technical analysis conducted with computer algorithms might be able to do more efficient 

financial decision making, because of the fact that it cuts the human error and psychological 

factors out from the actual trade decisions. This could theoretically lead to better 

performing portfolios. 
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2.1.2. Adaptive market hypothesis 

Adaptive market is another theory, that at least in some respects, disagrees with the views 

stated in efficient market hypothesis about the behaviour of market participants. According 

to the adaptive market hypothesis, individuals are primarily rational in their judgement, but 

can quickly turn irrational in reaction to increased market volatility. This, on the other hand, 

may result in emerging opportunities in financial markets. Loss aversion, overconfidence, 

and overreaction, according to the theory, are consistent with evolutionary models of 

human behaviour, which involve acts such as competition, adaptation, and natural selection. 

Additionally, it is proposed that individuals frequently learn from their errors and make 

predictions about the future based on previous experiences. According to the adaptive 

market hypothesis, humans make the best judgement based on trial and error. This means 

that if an investor's plan fails, they are extremely likely to try something different the 

following time. Alternatively, if the technique is successful, the investor is more likely to 

repeat it. 

Adaptive market hypothesis is based on three basic assumptions. First assumption is that 

people are mainly motivated by their own self-interest. The second assumption is people are 

naturally prone to making mistakes. According to the last assumption it is in human nature 

to adapt and learn from the mistakes that are made in order to be able to make better 

decision in the future. 

The adaptive market hypothesis argues that investors are in most situations, but not always, 

rational. They participate in satisficing rather than maximizing behaviour and generate 

market heuristics based on a form of natural selection mechanism in markets, in this 

instance profit and loss. Under situations when those heuristics apply, this causes markets to 

function mostly rationally, in a comparable manner to the efficient market hypothesis. 

However as stated, rapid changes and abnormal conditions in the market environment are in 

many situations able to invoke irrational behaviour from market participants. In these 

conditions the model of rational behaviour suggested in the efficient market hypothesis may 

not apply. 
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The adaptive market hypothesis has also received a lot of critique from academics in 

financial sector. The critiques mostly point out the fact that in adaptive market hypothesis is 

not based on any mathematical models and is mainly based on existing knowledge, models 

and principles from behavioural finance (Liberto, 2021. All material in this section). 

2.1.3. Modern use of technical analysis and algorithmic trading 

Today the methods of technical analysis are in many cases utilized in form of algorithmic 

decision making. The securities trading environment in the modern day is characterized by a 

high level of automation, such as the ability to trade and execute complicated basket 

portfolios with a single click or finding the best execution using clever order-routing 

algorithms on foreign exchanges. Indicators of technical analysis are more and more 

commonly interpreted by computer algorithms and artificial intelligence to make trading 

processes increasingly automated (Gomber & Zimmermann, 2018). 

Algorithmic trading, also known as automated trading or black-box trading, is a form of 

trading where the decisions of selling or trading assets is done by computer algorithms. 

Theoretically, these strategies can create profits at a pace and frequency that would be 

impossible for a human trader to achieve. Trading algorithms use various different kinds of 

indicators and instructions that are coded into them. In turn they make trade decisions 

according to market data that is given to them. 

Today, the majority of algorithmic trading is high-frequency trading, which seeks to profit by 

placing a large number of orders at fast speeds across numerous markets and decision 

factors using pre-programmed instructions. (Seth, 2021). 

2.2. Summary of literature on profitability 

Profitability of technical analysis is a highly debated topic. Considerably large number of 

studies have been conducted in order to find a conclusion to this topic. These studies have 

had varying results. Some have concluded the methods of technical analysis as nonprofitable 

and some have found contrary results and concluded that technical analysis is indeed a 

profitable practice. 
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There are also plenty of collective studies that have analysed the data of these studies. The 

results and conclusions drawn in these collective and methodological studies are reviewed in 

this section. 

2.2.1. “The profitability of technical analysis: a review” 

There is one very thorough research paper called “The profitability of technical analysis: a 

review”, which analysed a total of 134 studies concerning the question of profitability. From 

these studies 77 found that technical analysis yields positive results. On the other hand, 34 

studies obtained negative results, and the rest of these studies, a total of 23 studies, found 

mixed results. 

Studies analysed in this paper had a wide variety of different approaches into studying the 

profitability of technical analysis. Some were focused on very limited number of technical 

indicators while others tested many different strategies and indicators in conjunction with 

each other. There also was a great variation of different kinds of assets traded in these 

studies including equities from various sources, currencies, futures, etc. Because of this, it is 

possible to analyse how different technical trading strategies work on various different 

trading environments and which strategies have the best performance when trading certain 

asset classes.   

According to the findings of that research paper, at least 30% to 40% of practitioners 

consider technical analysis to be an essential element in identifying price movement over 

shorter time periods of up to 6 months. Also, the report found that those studies that were 

conducted longer time ago, found the usefulness of technical analysis to be more limited 

than studies that were conducted in more modern times. This could be due to the idea that 

the methods of technical analysis have been constantly developing, and their profitability 

would have increased along the methodological development. On the other hand, it could 

also be because of the better implementation and more accurate research methods 

implemented in the later studies, which was also pointed out in the paper. (Park & Irwin, 

2004. All material in this section). 
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Figure 1 

Here is a simplified table, which summarises the findings collected from all studies included 

in this research paper. As in the paper, the results are separated into two categories 

depending on if they were considered to be early (1961-1987) or modern studies (1987 ->). 

The studies are put into three different categories, positive, mixed, or negative depending 

on their results respectively. A more in-depth table of the results from individual studies 

analysed in this paper can be found in the appendix. This table includes additional details 

about techniques used in the study and description about the results obtained. 

2.2.2. “Examination of the profitability of technical analysis based on moving average 

strategies in BRICS” 

By using technical analysis methodologies to the stock markets of BRICS member nations, 

this research paper was aiming to measure the effectiveness and profitability of technical 

analysis. The study looked into whether investors may earn higher-than-average profits by 

utilizing moving average strategies. The team working on this experiment, created a 

portfolio of equities from the BRICS nations that included all of the assets traded in each 

BRICS member's market. The transactions for this portfolio were conducted by an 

algorithmic trading system. 

Despite the fact that the trading system was well-conducted, it had still had a few 

limitations. In this study, for example, it was assumed that the stocks were highly liquid and 

that transactions could be exchanged at specific market prices. Nonetheless, the findings 

showed that the algorithmic trading system, which utilized moving average indicators, was 

able to outperform a buy and hold strategy for a small segment of the traded assets. The 

returns from this small segment were significantly above the amount invested. 

Positive Mixed Negative Total

Early studies (1961-1987) 19 13 10 42

Modern studies (1981 ->) 58 10 24 92

Total 77 23 34 134
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The study's findings revealed the feasibility and benefit of using technical analysis in this 

setting. On average, the returns achieved by technical analysis outperformed the amount 

invested. Because certain assets performed exceptionally well, they compensated for the 

losses sustained by other underperforming assets. However, just a handful of moving 

average combinations managed to outperform the returns from a purchase and hold 

strategy. 

In the study, it was also noted that technical analysis and fundamental analysis can have a 

good synergy. Using both of these forms of analysis can complement each other and provide 

better results than either of these methods separately could (de Souza, Ramos, Pena, 

Sobreiro, Kimura, 2018. All material in this section). 

2.2.3. “Is technical analysis profitable for individual currency traders?” 

This study looked at whether individual currency traders employ well-known technical 

indicators to trade currencies, and if technical analysis is positively related to the 

performance of these portfolios. The group created a technical currency model based on 

four well-known technical trading techniques. These techniques were relative strength 

index, Bollinger bands, moving average convergence divergence, and 8 and 18 day moving 

average crossover. 

The examination of individual currency accounts demonstrated that the technical currency 

model has adequate explanatory power for individual currency traders' net returns. These 

findings show that individual currency traders frequently use well-known technical indicators 

to trade various currencies. 

One of the study's main findings was that individual currency traders who solely rely on well-

known technical indicators to make trading decisions tend to end up with a considerable 

volume of losses. As a result, future studies of individual currency traders, and maybe 

individual investor stock traders, should consider the use of technical analysis when 

examining individual investor performance.  
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The findings on this study suggest that the methods of technical analysis alone might not be 

enough to produce profit consistently on currency markets. However, this study was made 

from the viewpoint of individual non-professional trades. This could mean that at least some 

of these individual trades might not have sufficient knowledge on the effective use of these 

technical indicators (Doukas, Doukas, Boris, 2012 All material in this section). 

2.2.4. “Profitability of technical analysis indicators to earn abnormal returns in 

international exchange markets” 

This research was a conducted by analysing a large number of existing research in order to 

assess the profitability of technical analysis. There was a total of 99 modern research papers 

analysed. From these 57 studies concluded with positive results regarding technical trading 

strategies. On the other hand, there were 22 studies that had found negative results 

concerning technical analysis. The rest of the studies, a total of 20 studies had received 

mixed results. 

 

Figure 2 

This study report indicated based on the material analysed, that trading decisions based on 

technical indicators such as the moving average may be profitable even in the presence of 

possible transaction expenses. It is much more beneficial for trading members, who 

practically pay no commission, and large investors, who pay a very modest commission. 

However, it is important to note that a significant portion of these empirical studies had 

issues with their testing methods, such as data snooping, ex post selection of trading rules 

and had some challenges and errors in estimating risk and transaction costs. This can 

negatively affect the credibility of the results gathered from these specific studies (Ghobadi, 

2014. All material in this section). 

 

Positive Mixed Negative Total

Studies 57 20 22 99
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2.2.5. “What do we know about the profitability of technical analysis?” 

In this collective study, the empirical literature was categorized into two distinct categories. 

These categories were defined as early studies, referring to studies conducted between 

1960–1987 and modern studies that were conducted between 1988–2004. The studies in 

these time groups were further categorized further into various subcategories, depending on 

their testing procedures. 

The research found that the outcomes of these early studies differed greatly depending on 

the market. In general, early studies of stock markets revealed only limited evidence of the 

profitability of technical trading rules, whereas studies of foreign exchange markets and 

futures markets consistently revealed considerably large net profits. However, it is 

also mentioned that the early studies had significant limitations in their testing 

methodologies. Only one or two trading systems were examined, the risk of trading rules 

was frequently neglected, statistical tests of return significance were hardly ever performed, 

parameter optimization and out-of-sample verification were not used, and data snooping 

issues were not given nearly enough attention. 

The study, on the other hand, was much less critical of modern studies because, according to 

them, modern studies improved greatly upon the limitations in testing methods when 

compared to early studies and typically increased the number of trading systems tested, 

properly assessed the risks of trading rules, performed statistical tests with either 

conventional statistical tests or more sophisticated bootstrap methods, or both, and 

conducted proper parameter optimization and out-of-sample verification. 

Out of the total of 95 modern studies analysed in the research paper, 56 studies concluded 

with favourable results concerning technical trading methods. In contrast, a total of 20 

studies concluded with negative results. The rest of the studies, a total of 19 studies, 

indicated mixed results. Modern studies also found that technical trading rules yielded 

economic profits in US equity markets only as far as 1980s, but not after that. In foreign 

exchange markets, technical trading rules were seen as profitable at least until the early 
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1990s. Technical trading methods applied into futures markets were only profitable until the 

mid-1980s. 

 

Figure 3 

Overall, the number of positive results from the modern studies seems to lean towards 

positive outcomes being more feasible. However, it is also stated in the study that, further 

research using both the replication and reality check methodologies is needed to offer more 

clear data on the profitability of technical trading principles (Park, Irwin, 2007. All material in 

this section). 

2.2.6. Summary of the studies 

According to the studies analysed in this paper, there is a large amount of finance 

professionals, who are confident in the profitability of the technical analysis in financial 

markets. On the other hand, there is also a certain amount scepticism towards the methods 

of technical analysis and their ability to consistently generate profit. 

However, most of these studies were at least somewhat leaning to the side of technical 

analysis and at the minimum, they found that there is a possibility to generate profit by 

utilizing various principles of technical analysis. 

It could be seen that technical analysis has its place in analysing financial markets. It might 

not be universally profitable in all financial environments or with all asset classes. But there 

is a significant amount of evidence that when used in a correct way and in correct trading 

environment it certainly is able to be used successfully. 

The evidence also might suggest that a large factor in context of profitability is if the user of 

the technical analysis is a finance professional, has sufficient amount of experience, or has 

the ability to use the right indicators and methods in a right context. As it was stated in the 

Positive Mixed Negative Total

Studies 56 19 20 95
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study “is technical analysis profitable for individual currency traders?” the profitability of 

technical analysis can have a significant variation when comparing finance professionals with 

individual investors that might have or might not have the sufficient knowledge to use these 

methods in a proper manner.  

2.3. Methods of technical analysis 

Technical analysis as whole is established on two elements. These two data elements are 

price over time and volume. They constitute the whole science of technical analysis. These 

two basic types of data are the foundation for all patterns, indications, and ideas. 

There is a vast number of different kinds of tools that can be used in order to conduct a 

technical analysis. These include various types of charts, like line charts, bar charts, and 

candlestick charts. Technical analysis also includes interpretation of market trends, and 

different kinds of indicators such as simple moving average and relative strength index. 

(eLearn markets, Nd)  

These concepts are going to be explained further in this chapter with focus on methods, 

which are commonly used and relevant to algorithmic trading 

2.3.1. Charts in technical analysis 

Charts are two-dimensional depictions of price changes over time. Charts are one of the 

most basic tools used by technical analysts to interpret price changes in various assets. There 

are many different sorts of charts to choose from. Line charts, bar charts, and candlestick 

charts are the most popular and commonly applied among them. 

Charts are also relevant in the context of algorithmic trading. Charts can be used by 

algorithmic traders in their trading strategies by utilizing algorithmic identification of chart 

patterns. To be able to code and use these charts effectively, trader needs to be familiar 

with them in order to identify certain chart patterns and to make use of them in efficient 

manner. Also, the ability of understanding these charts is paramount in order to create 

profitable algorithmic trading strategies. (Siligardos, Nd) 
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Here is a detailed description about two most frequently used and relevant types of charts 

for modern technical analysts and algorithmic traders, line charts and bar charts. 

a) Line charts 

In technical analysis, the line chart is one of the most basic and widely used graphs. It is 

essentially different from candlestick charts in, because it simply provides information on 

the course's closing value. By integrating the points, the line graph is created from the 

closing price of each day. The main benefit of a basic line graph is that it displays a price 

change in a clear, immediately recognizable, and visually representative manner. It makes 

studying support and resistance levels a lot easier. On the other hand, because it only shows 

the day's closing price, it lowers the frequency of incorrect signals. 

On the flip side, for some traders, line charts may not give enough price information to 

monitor their trading techniques. Prices calculated from the open, high, and low are 

required for some techniques. Traders that utilize more data than the closing also might not 

have enough data to back-test their trading technique using a basic line chart (Peters, 2021). 

b) Bar charts 

Bar charts are also a very popular type of chart commonly used by technical analysts. Bar 

charts used in context of technical analysis are typically somewhat different from regular bar 

charts. Bar charts can be used by analysts to swiftly detect patterns in securities or assets. A 

bar chart by itself does not give nearly enough data or insight to justify purchasing a security; 

nonetheless, it may be a useful signal of whether additional study should be done or 

whether the investment opportunity should be passed up. 
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Figure 4 

The opening, high, low, and closing prices of a securities are visually represented in a bar 

chart over a specific time period. The vertical line depicts the period's high and low prices. 

The market opening price is shown on the horizontal line to the left, and the market closing 

price is shown on the horizontal line to the right (CFI, Nd). 

2.3.2. Trends 

Strategies concerning trends are one of the most common ways to conduct algorithmic 

trading. Moving averages, channel breakouts, price level fluctuations, and other technical 

indicators are used in the most prevalent algorithmic trading techniques. Because these 

methods do not require any predictions or price projections, they are the easiest and 

simplest to apply into algorithmic trading strategies. Without entering into the complexities 

of predictive analysis, trades are made based on the occurrence of favourable patterns, 

which are simple and basic to apply using algorithms. A popular trend-following method is to 

use 50- and 200-day moving averages and other simple technical indicators (Shobhit, 2021). 

2.3.3. Technical indicators 

Technical indicators are mostly focused on historical trading data, such as price, volume, and 

open interest. Technical indicators are typically employed by active traders since they are 

meant to examine short-term price changes, but they may also be utilized by long-term 

investors in order to determine entry and exit locations. Technical indicators can generally 
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be separated into two main categories. These two categories are overlays and oscillators 

(Chen, 2021).  

The technical indicators, which are going to be implemented in the methodological part of 

this paper and ways that these indicators are utilized in algorithmic trading are going to be 

explained further in this chapter. 

a) Simple moving average (SMA) 

The simple moving average is a straightforward technical analysis tool. Moving averages are 

commonly used to detect a stock's trend direction or to estimate its support and resistance 

levels. Because it is dependent on prior prices, it is defined as a trend-following indicator or 

in other words a so-called lagging indicator.  

 

Figure 5 

The longer the lag, the longer the moving average's time period. Because it includes values 

from the previous 200 days, a 200-day moving average will have a far larger degree of lag 

than a 20-day moving average. Investors and traders pay close attention to the 50-day and 

200-day moving averages for stocks, since they are considered to be significant trading 

signals. 

Moving averages are a completely adjustable indicators, which means that an investor may 

calculate an average using whatever time range they desire. Moving averages are most 

commonly employed for periods of 15, 20, 30, 50, 100, and 200 days. The more sensitive the 

average is to price movements, the shorter the time range employed to calculate it. The 
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average will be less responsive over a longer period of time. The proper time period is 

chosen based on investors trading objectives. The most effective way to find the proper time 

period is by experimentation. (Hayes, 2022. All material in this section). 

b) Relative strength index (RSI) 

The relative strength index, also typically referred to as RSI, is a technical analysis indicator 

that examines the size of recent price fluctuations to determine if a stock or other asset is 

overbought or oversold. The relative strength index is represented by an oscillator with a 

range of 0 to 100. Values of 70 or above on the relative strength index are typically 

interpreted and used to suggest that an investment is becoming overbought or overpriced 

and may be set for a trend reversal or corrective fall in price. A rating of 30 or less on the 

relative strength index indicates an oversold or undervalued position. 

 

Figure 6 

The calculation of relative strength index uses the average gain or loss as the average 

percentage gain or loss during a certain time period. For the average loss, the formula 

applies a positive number. Periods with price losses are counted as 0 in average gain 

calculations, while periods with price increases are counted as 0 in average loss calculations.  

Some traders would consider it as a signal to buy if a security's relative strength index 

reading falls below 30, assuming that the asset has been oversold and is thus due for a 

resurgence. However, the accuracy of this signal will be affected by the overall context. If the 

security is in a substantial decline, it may continue to trade at an oversold level for long time. 

Traders in that circumstance may postpone purchasing until they get further indications to 

confirm the situation (Fernando, 2021. All material in this section). 
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c) Exponential moving average (EMA) 

An exponential moving average is a sort of moving average that gives the most recent data 

points more weight and relevance. The exponential moving average (also known as the 

exponentially weighted moving average) is a moving average, which reacts more strongly to 

recent price changes than for example a simple moving average, which gives equal weight to 

all of the period's data. 

 

Figure 7 

The 12- and 26-day exponential moving averages are the most often used and observed 

short-term averages. Indicators like the moving average convergence divergence and the 

percentage price oscillator are created using the 12- and 26-day exponential moving 

averages. The 50- and 200-day exponential moving averages are commonly utilized as long-

term trend indicators. A technical indicator that a reversal has occurred is when a stock price 

crosses its 200-day moving average. 

Exponential moving averages are widely employed in combination with other indicators to 

confirm and assess important market changes. The EMA is better appropriate for traders 

who trade in fast-moving markets. EMAs are frequently used by traders to detect a trading 

bias. (Chen, 2022. All material in this section) 

d) Moving average convergence divergence (MACD) 

The moving average convergence divergence, also commonly known as MACD, is primarily 

used to assess the strength of price movement in stocks. It accomplishes this by calculating 

the difference between two exponential moving averages, most often a 12-period 
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exponential moving average and a 26-period exponential moving average. A MACD line is 

formed by subtracting the 26-period exponential moving average from the 12-period 

exponential moving average, and a line depicting a nine-period exponential moving average 

of that computation is shown as a histogram over the MACD's basic representation. A zero 

line indicates whether the MACD is positive or negative. Greater difference between the 12-

period exponential moving average and the 26-period exponential moving average indicates 

increasing market momentum, either upward or downward. 

 

Figure 8 

One of the biggest issues with moving average divergence is that it can frequently predict a 

prospective reversal, but no real reversal occurs, resulting in a false positive. The other issue 

is that divergence does not always predict reversals. In other words, it forecasts too many 

false reversals and too few true price reversals. False positive divergence sometimes takes 

place when the price of an asset goes sideways following a trend, such as in a range or 

triangle pattern. Even in the absence of a genuine reversal, a slowdown in momentum, 

sideways movement, or sluggish trending price movement will lead the moving average 

convergence divergence to draw away from its earlier extremes and gravitate toward the 

zero lines (Fernando, 2021. All material in this section). 

2.4. Performance measurement 

When measuring the performance of a portfolio, only analysing the simple returns is not 

sufficient. Portfolio performance metrics are a critically important consideration when 

making investment decisions. These tools supply finance professionals with the information 

they need in order to judge how well their or their clients’ wealth has been invested or may 

be invested. It is important to note that simple portfolio returns are only one part of the 

overall picture. An investor cannot see the entire investment picture unless risk-adjusted 
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returns are properly evaluated. Without correct performance measurements it is practically 

impossible to make efficient trade decisions. (Segal, 2021) 

This section contains information about the most relevant performance measures for 

technical portfolios. The information includes the correct use and exact formulas used to 

calculate these measures. These performance measures will be implemented later to assess 

the performance of the strategies implemented in the empirical section of this bachelor 

thesis. 

2.4.1. Sharpe ratio 

Sharpe ratio is a ratio is a performance measure, which is commonly used to measure and 

assess portfolio performance. It is a very common tool found in various algorithmic trading 

platforms and it can be used very effectively to adjust various technical and algorithmic 

trading strategies. It is also used to examine the performance of strategies implemented in 

the methodological section of this thesis. 

 

Figure 9 

Sharpe ratio, also sometimes referred to as Sharpe index, was invented by an American 

economist William Sharpe. Sharpe ratio effectively assesses investments or portfolio’s 

performance by adjusting for its risk. The higher the ratio is, the higher is the investments 

return compared to the amount of risk assumed, and therefore the better the investment or 

performance 
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There are general outlines of what Sharpe ratio is considered to be good and what is 

considered to be bad. If the Sharpe ratio is less than 1 it usually means that the investment is 

suboptimal. Ratio of 1 to 1,99 is adequate and ratio between 2 and 2,99 is considered to be 

very good. Ratios that are more than 3 are seen as excellent investments. 

Effectively, Sharpe ratio is all about maximizing profits while decreasing volatility. For 

example, if an investment had a ten percent yearly return but no volatility, it would have an 

infinite or undefined Sharpe ratio. 

However, with any type of investment, it is realistically impossible to actually have 0% 

volatility. As volatility rises, the expected return must increase drastically in order to 

compensate for the increased risk. The Sharpe ratio displays the average investment return 

minus the risk-free rate of return divided by the investment's standard deviation of returns 

(CFI, Nd. All material in this section). 

2.4.2. Sortino ratio 

The Sortino ratio is a variant of the Sharpe ratio that uses the asset's standard deviation of 

negative portfolio returns—downside deviation—rather than the total standard deviation of 

portfolio returns to distinguish damaging volatility from total overall volatility. The Sortino 

ratio is calculated by subtracting the risk-free rate from the return on an asset or portfolio, 

then dividing the result by the asset's downside deviation. 

 

Figure 10 
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A higher Sortino ratio value is preferable, in a similar way to a higher Sharpe ratio. Although, 

it is important to note that when comparing two equivalent investments, a reasonable 

investor would choose the one with the higher Sortino ratio since it indicates that the 

investment is receiving a larger return per unit of unfavourable risk that it is exposed to. 

By dividing excess return by the downside deviation rather than the overall standard 

deviation of a portfolio or asset, the Sortino ratio improves on the Sharpe ratio by separating 

downside or negative volatility from total volatility.  

The Sharpe ratio practically penalizes an investment for too much exposure to risk, resulting 

in favourable returns for investors. Choosing which ratio is more accurate measure for a 

specific portfolio, however, is mainly dependent on the factor whether the investor wants to 

focus on total or standard deviation, or only downside deviation (Kenton, 2020. All material 

in this section). 

2.4.3. Omega ratio 

The omega ratio is a weighted risk-return ratio for a particular amount of expected return 

that aids in determining the likelihood of winning vs losing. It also takes into account the 

third and fourth momentum effects, namely skewness and Kurtosis, which gives it some 

unique value in contrast to other performance measures previously mentioned in this 

section. (Thakur, Nd) 

The omega ratio, like the previously mentioned ratios, is a risk-return metric that aids 

investors in determining the attractiveness of a certain investment. However, unlike the 

Sharpe ratio, which solely measures volatility, the omega ratio also incorporates the 

distribution's upper points.  

The omega ratio is frequently employed in alternative investments such as hedge funds, 

where the management promises absolute performance. However, in such instances, the 

return distribution may be asymmetric, with a high level of tail risk or negative skewness. 

These characteristics of the return distribution are not properly illustrated by the Sharpe 
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ratio. So, in other words, Omega ratio is especially valuable in specific situations where the 

returns of the investments are not normally distributed. 

 

Figure 11 

Above is the precise formular of the Omega ratio. The Omega ratio formula is interpreted as 

follows: F equals to cumulative distribution of returns, r equals to minimum acceptable 

return (MAR), which specifies what we consider a gain or loss. (Breaking down finance, Nd) 

2.4.4. Maximum drawdown (MDD) 

A maximum drawdown also commonly known as MDD, is the maximum loss experienced by 

a portfolio from its peak to its bottom before a new peak is reached. The maximum 

drawdown is a measure of the risk of loss over a set period of time. It may be used as a 

stand-alone statistic or as an input into other metrics like the Calmar Ratio and "Return over 

Maximum Drawdown." Maximum Drawdown is calculated and illustrated as a percentage. 

 

Figure 12 

Maximum drawdown is a risk indicator that focuses on capital preservation, which is a major 

concern for most investors. It is used to compare the relative level of risk from one stock 

screening approach to another. Two screening techniques, for example, may have the same 

average outperformance, tracking error, and volatility, but their maximum drawdowns 
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compared to the benchmark can in some circumstances be significantly different. (Hayes, 

2021) 
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3. Methodology 

In this part the implementation of the methodological part of this paper is going to be 

explained. Furthermore, the practical use of algorithmic trading strategies and tools, as well 

as observations, experiences and assessment of their successfulness and profitability are 

described here. 

3.1. Blueshift visual programming tool 

Blueshift is a visual programming tool that is very commonly used to create and implement 

algorithmic trading strategies. Blueshift visual programming tool utilizes the visual 

programming language developed by Google and MIT called Blockly. One of the main 

benefits with this tool is the fact that it does not require extensive skills and knowledge 

concerning computer programming. This visual programming tool can be accessed on the 

website of Blueshift by creating an account. All of these tools are completely free to use. 

Blockly allows its users to create applications by putting together little graphical elements in 

the same manner that Legos are put together. Each visual element is also a code object, such 

as a variable, counter, or if-then statement. And when you put these elements together, you 

will get simple functions. And, when these functions are combined, users may build 

complete programs. In our case this would mean a complete algorithmic trading strategy. 

(Metz, 2012) 

The drawback of the tools provided by Blueshift and Blockly is that the user is more limited 

by getting access only to the variables, functions and indicators provided by the program. 

This can be a problem for more advanced traders who want to be able to utilize more 

advanced algorithmic trading strategies and functions. However, for the purposes of this 

paper the capabilities of Blueshift are sufficient, because it still allows to implement 

strategies and indicators, which are most widely used in practice by technical analysts and 

algorithmic traders. 
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The algorithmic trading strategies implemented in this paper are constructed by utilizing this 

programming tool. The exact structure of these strategies and how they were created are 

going to be explained further in this paper. 

3.1.1. Example 

 

Figure 13 

In the picture found above is the user interface of the blueshift platform. This is an example 

of functioning trading algorithm constructed using visual programming. Trading algorithms 

are extremely simple to put together by following the four steps in this user interface. 

The first step is to define the trading universe. This means to define which assets are to be 

traded. This function can be customized for each trading strategy individually and the 

financial assets that are intended to be traded can be specifically named by using the select 

asset’s function. Possible assets are divided into different categories, for example forex, US 

equities, and NSE. 
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The second step is to define alpha. In this section the user can for example, adjust the 

trading frequency, set up the desired technical indicators, and then tweak those indicators 

to trigger at desired values.  

 

Figure 14 

For example, in the picture above the short condition for the simple moving average is set 

up to trigger when the value for the long period is greater than for the short period. For the 

long condition to trigger, the opposite needed to be true. There is a possibility to set up 

multiple indicators simultaneously. In this example there were two of them, but theoretically 

there is no limit how many different indicators the user can use at one algorithm. 

The third step in the platform is to define the trading rules. In this section it is possible to 

adjust the exact amounts to be traded when the values determined previously for the 

indicators are met. This can be set by exact amount of value or as a portfolio fraction, as it is 

in this particular example. 
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Figure 15 

The fourth and final step called define order parameter allows you to specify certain limits, 

such as maximum loss limit, which stops trading if the portfolio suffers losses over the pre-

specified amount. Alternatively, it is also possible to set up a maximum gain limit which 

stops the algorithm from making more trades if a certain amount of portfolio value is 

reached. This step is completely optional, and the algorithm is able to function even if there 

are no set limitations. Just like in the example trading algorithm above, this section is left 

empty and no limitations into either direction were made. 

After these steps are made and the desired settings are enabled, the algorithm is ready for 

back testing or it can be used with a broker, which is compatible with algorithms made in 

blueshift. 

3.2. Trading strategies 

In this section, the trading strategies that are implemented in this paper are going to be 

explained in detail. Also, the performance and profitability of these indicators and strategies 

constructed from these indicators are reviewed. 

In this section there are three main algorithmic trading strategies that were implemented by 

using the visual programming tools provided by Blueshift. All of these strategies had the 

same setting in order to give them similar chances to be profitable and/or beat the 

benchmark. The benchmark used to measure the performance was the default benchmark 

used by the dataset in Blueshift, SPDR S&P 500 ETF.  
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The testing period used for every strategy was from 1st of January 2022 until the 31st of 

January 2022, after that they were tested again at a longer time period from 1st of January 

2022 until the 29th of April 2022, in order to analyse the possible difference in results 

between these two time periods. In every test run the amount of cash available for the 

algorithms was 10’000 USD. Additionally, all of the strategies were programmed to trade 

exactly the same assets. 

The trading algorithms also traded with identical technical settings. Only the technical 

indicators between the strategies were changed. All of the settings were back tested several 

times using various different time periods and market conditions. This way the generally 

most efficient settings could be found for trading of the particular assets used in this 

experiment. 

The algorithms were programmed to look for possible trades every thirty minutes for the 

defined assets. Algorithm would check if there were any assets that would pass every 

criterion according to the used indicators and specified buy or sell conditions. If the criteria 

were met, the algorithm proceeded to make the transaction based on the available amount 

of cash. Algorithms were capped on making trades at maximum proportion of 25% total 

amount of cash available. This rule was in place for both ways, selling and buying of assets.  

The algorithm did also check before every transaction if the portfolio already contains the 

asset it is trying to acquire. 25% functioned also a cap in value fraction for each individual 

asset in the portfolio, so that proportion of one specific asset would not become 

proportionally too large.  

3.2.1. Short testing periods 

The strategies selected for the paper trading were first tested at shorter test runs to observe 

how they would perform on month-to-month basis. This was also an efficient way to test the 

stability of the programming in these algorithms before exposing them to longer time 

periods, which have a higher risk of initiating various errors if the programming happened to 

have some errors. 
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Results gathered from these short testing periods are demonstrated here, with precise 

descriptions of actual indicators, variables, and settings used to construct these trading 

algorithms.  

a) Strategy one: RSI + MACD 

The first indicator, RSI, was set up with lookback period of 60 minutes. Long condition for the 

indicator was met if the RSI would surpass the threshold of 60. On the other hand, the short 

condition was programmed to trigger if the relative strength index would move belove 30. 

The second indicator, MACD was defined so that it would look at the exponential moving 

average of short period, in this case that would be 12 days and the long period of 26 days. 

For the short conditions to be triggered the subtraction of the short period and long period 

needs to be more than a zero. The long condition is triggered when the subtraction between 

the periods is less than a zero. 

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

RSI 60m Less than 30 

More than 

60 

MACD 

S=12d 

L=26d 

S-L more than 

0 

S-L less than 

0 

Figure 16 
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Figure 17 

The strategy made a total of 20 trades during the whole time period. All of the trades that 

the algorithm made, were initiated on the first quarter of January. This is most likely due to 

the rapid decline of the prices of available equity after that point.  

Overall, this strategy performed well against the benchmark and managed to make cumulate 

a return of 13,06%. Relative strength index and MACD seemed to work well together. During 

the testing both of these indicators were tested individually, and their performance was 

suboptimal. 

b) Strategy two: RSI + SMA 

This algorithm works very similarly when compared with the one in the first strategy. Only in 

this strategy, the indicator MACD was replaced with a new indicator, simple moving average. 

Just as in the first strategy the first indicator, relative strength index, was set up with 

lookback period of 60 minutes. Long condition for the indicator was met if the relative 

strength index would surpass the threshold of 60. On the other hand, the short condition 

was programmed to trigger if the relative strength index would move belove 30. 
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Simple moving average was set up with two separate lookback periods, the short period and 

the long period. The short period had a lookback of 50 days, and the long period had a 

lookback of 200 days. For the short conditions to be met for this indicator the simple moving 

average for the long period needed to be greater than for the short period. For the long 

conditions to be met, the case needed to be the opposite, the simple moving average for the 

short period needed to be greater than for the long period. 

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

RSI 60m Less than 30 

More than 

60 

SMA S=50d L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 18 

 

Figure 19 
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This strategy made less trades in the time period than the first strategy. The algorithm made 

a total of 8 transactions. This time all of the transactions were made considerably evenly in 

along the whole time period. Interestingly all of the transactions made by the algorithm 

were purchases, algorithm did not make any sales at any point in the time period. 

This strategy did not perform as well as the previous strategy. Still considering the market 

conditions it performed well enough to beat the benchmark performance. Interesting point 

to note was the fact that the portfolio was performing considerably well until the very end of 

time period. In the end of this time period, this strategy still suffered cumulated losses of -

1,16%. 

During back testing the simple moving average actually performed better individually than 

with the relative strength index and vice versa. This suggests that these particular indicators 

might not perform well together. 

c) Strategy three: MACD + SMA 

In the third strategy there were two indicators present. These were MACD and simple 

moving average. In this strategy the difference to the previous strategy is that the relative 

strength index was replaced with MACD. 

The first indicator, MACD was set up in a similar way as it was in the first strategy, so that it 

would look at the exponential moving average of short period, in this case that would be 12 

days and the long period of 26 days. For the short conditions to be triggered the subtraction 

of the short period and long period needs to be more than a zero. The long condition for this 

indicator to be triggered the subtraction between the periods needed to be less than a zero. 

Simple moving average was set up with two separate lookback periods, the short period and 

the long period. The short period had a lookback of 50 days, and the long period had a 

lookback of 200 days. For the short conditions to be met for this indicator the simple moving 

average for the long period needed to be greater than for the short period. For the long 

conditions to be met, the case needed to be the opposite, the simple moving average for the 

short period needed to be greater than for the long period. 
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Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

MACD S=12d L=26d 

S-L more than 

0 

S-L less than 

0 

SMA S=50d L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 20 

 

Figure 21 

The third strategy made a huge number of trades when compared with the other strategies. 

The total number of trades initiated by this algorithm was 67. In similar fashion to the first 

strategy all the trades were made early in the time period. The algorithm filled the portfolio 

quickly with different assets and started holding them until the end. However distinctly from 

the second strategy, this algorithm also sold assets, but these transactions also took place 

early in the time period. 
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Overall performance of this strategy was excellent in this specific time period and the 

performance was above the benchmark. This algorithm was able to cumulate total returns of 

17,25%. 

According to this experiment it seems like MACD, and simple moving average are working 

well together. They performed better together than either of them individually during 

testing. 

d) Strategy four: EMA + SMA 

In this strategy, the indicators were Exponential moving average and simple moving average. 

This strategy was relatively different from the other trading algorithms in the sense that it 

solely relied on values of moving averages. 

The simple moving average was configured with two distinct lookback periods, short and 

long. The lookback time for the short period was 50 days, while the lookback period for the 

long period was 200 days. For this indicator's short conditions to be satisfied, the simple 

moving average for the long period has to be greater than the simple moving average for the 

short period. For the long conditions to be met, the scenario had to be the opposite: the 

simple moving average for the short period had to be greater than the simple moving 

average for the long period. 

EMA was adjusted in a similar manner to simple moving average. While short and long 

conditions both were exactly the same, this indicator also had two lookback periods, 50 and 

200 days. The advantage of using EMA in this strategy is the fact that it gives moving average 

values that are weighted towards more recent information. This has the potential to give 

better and more balanced results, when compared to only relying on simple moving average, 

while keeping the algorithm relatively simple. 
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Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

EMA 

S=50d 

L=200d S<L S>L 

SMA 

S=50d 

L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 22 

 

Figure 23 

This strategy was extremely active with initiating transactions. The total number of trades by 

this algorithm was 68. The trades were somewhat weighted towards the start of the time 

period, but this strategy seemed to be more balanced with its ability to find suitable 

openings to also sell assets. 

With cumulative returns of -1,71% the strategy was not profitable, however the 

performance managed to surpass the benchmark. 
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3.2.2. Final testing periods 

After the initial tests done with the shorter time periods, the algorithms seemed to be 

functioning in a correct way and they were ready to be tested further with longer time 

periods. The exact time period simulated in these long testing periods was from 1.1.2022 to 

29.4.2022. For all the strategies tested the account was reset back to 10000 USD and there 

were no positions held at the start of the testing period. 

The trading algorithms used in this time period were almost exactly the same as the 

algorithms that were used in the previous short test runs except few slight adjustments 

made according to the results gathered from the previous test runs, main differences being 

on trade frequency and relative trade sizes. The maximum trade limits in portfolio fractions 

were lowered from the initial 25% to 15% and the trade frequency was changed from 30 to 

45 minutes.  

Results gathered from these testing periods are demonstrated here, with precise 

descriptions of actual indicators, variables, and settings used to construct these trading 

algorithms. At the end there is a summary and analysis of the results from all testing periods.  

a) Strategy one: RSI + MACD 

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

RSI 60m Less than 30 

More than 

60 

MACD 

S=12d 

L=26d 

S-L more than 

0 

S-L less than 

0 

Figure 24 
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Figure 25 

In this test run, the algorithm made a surprisingly low number of 19 trades during the whole 

time period, all of them being purchases. This time around, the trades were more evenly 

spread during the time period with a slight emphasis on the first quarter of the period. 

The strategy had worse overall performance when compared with the short test runs. The 

portfolio could not break even. Cumulative return was -16,93%, while the ending capital was 

at 8307 USD.  

These results might be suggesting that even though this strategy performed well in the 

market environment present at the previous test runs, bringing it to new environment it was 

not able to predict the direction of the price movements very effectively.  
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b) Strategy two: RSI + SMA 

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

RSI 60m Less than 30 

More than 

60 

SMA S=50d L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 26 

 

Figure 27 

In this test run, the algorithm made a total of 23 trades during the time period. This time 

around, the algorithm functioned in some respects quite differently from previous test runs. 

This might be because of the difference in market conditions or due to the slight changes in 

trading rules.  
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Just like with the first strategy, there were some differences in how the trades were 

distributed along the time period. Vast majority of the trades made were situated right at 

the start of January, while only a few trades were made during the last half of the testing 

period. Additionally, another difference compared to the previous runs was that there also 

was actively selling previously purchased assets. This is most likely because the longer time 

period allowed larger price differences to be formed with the assets acquired near to the 

start of trading period. 

The final performance of the strategy in this run was also somewhat weaker than previously. 

Just like in both of the short test runs the portfolio performance was at the end above the 

benchmark performance, but just like before, the portfolio suffered considerable losses. The 

cumulative returns were at -8,8% and the total ending capital was only at 9120 USD. 

The ending results were somewhat similar to earlier tests, even though there were slight 

differences in the behaviour of the algorithm during the test. 

c) Strategy three: MACD + SMA  

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

MACD S=12d L=26d 

S-L more than 

0 

S-L less than 

0 

SMA S=50d L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 28 
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Figure 29 

In this test run, in a similar fashion to the previous tests, the algorithm was making both 

sales and purchases in a balanced manner. During the testing period, a total of 23 trades 

were initiated. This time the total number of trades was significantly reduced, especially 

when comparing it with the second one of the short test runs. Other than that, generally the 

algorithm was behaving in way that was expected. 

Most of the trades were made quite early on into the time period and some of the positions 

were held until the end of the period.  

In this test run the portfolio performance was also negative at the end, Although, like in 

previous in all of the tests for this strategy, the benchmark performance has been surpassed. 

The cumulative returns yielded from this time period were -7,32%, which is significantly 

worse than earlier for this strategy.  

The results are in line with the other runs conducted in this time period, performance 

worsened significantly when moving to this time period. 
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d) Strategy four: EMA + SMA 

Indicator Look back Short signal Long signal 

EMA 

S=50d 

L=200d S<L S>L 

SMA 

S=50d 

L=200d S<L S>L 

Figure 30 

 

Figure 31 

In this test run, the algorithm made both sales and purchases in a balanced manner, as it had 

in prior testing. A total of 70 transactions were initiated throughout the testing period. The 

overall number of trades increased significantly in this time period. Aside from that, the 

algorithm was largely operating as predicted. 
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In this test run the portfolio outperformed the benchmark, while also having a positive 

performance at the end. The cumulative returns yielded from this time period were 3,04%. 

3.3. Summary of the experimentation 

Experimentation with these algorithms and indicators was extremely interesting and 

educational. All of the strategies that were implemented, performed relatively well when 

considering the prevailing market conditions. However, a huge amount of trial and error was 

needed in order to get the algorithms functioning properly and to find the best possible 

combination of different variables to produce successful and efficient trading strategies. 

Here is a table compiling the results from all of the final testing periods 

Strategy Cumulative r Sharpe ratio Sortino ratio MDD 

RSI+MACD -16,93 % -0,91 -1,2 -27,82 % 

RSI+SMA -8,80 % -0,48 -0,67 -18,89 % 

MACD+SMA -7,32 % -1,18 -1,55 -8,42 % 

Figure 32 

Every strategy managed to outperform the benchmark performance during the short testing 

periods. While the overall performance did actually go down in the final long test runs, still 

in three out of four tests the strategies managed to surpass the benchmark performance.  

Most likely even a better way to implement these strategies would have been to program 

the algorithms from ground up by using the programming language python. The visual 
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programming tools provided by Blueshift are very easy to use even if you do not have much 

experience with programming yourself. However, these visual programming tools have their 

weaknesses and limitations when it comes to more advanced features in algorithmic trading 

and technical analysis. 

It seemed that the algorithms constructed by using the blueshift visual programming had 

some stability issues with certain assets and asset classes and also when trying to utilize 

considerably long lookback periods for various indicators. Various stability problems that 

were occurring, also prevented the use of even longer time periods, which could have 

potentially yielded some highly interesting and valuable results. These problems might be 

due to some kind of limitations on historical data in the datasets of the back testing function 

in Blueshift or some unknown bugs leading to errors when the time scale becomes large 

enough.  

These problems can be seen as limitations when trying to implement more advanced 

algorithmic trading strategies. This being said, these problems were not decisive issues for 

the strategies implemented for this paper and blueshift still served its purpose well enough 

for this particular experiment. 
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4. Conclusion 

Is technical analysis a successful tool for trade decision? To answer this question, the first 

thing that needs to be considered is the question if financial markets are completely 

random, or if they have any repeating patterns that could be taken advantage of in order to 

generate profit. If these patterns do not exist in the first place, then technical analysis 

cannot be a used to make successful trade decisions. 

As time has gone by, there has been a constantly increasing number of studies conducted 

trying to find if these patterns actually exist. At the efficient market hypothesis was 

invented, it became widespread belief among finance professionals, that financial markets 

are not predictable in any way. After this there has been many people set out to see if this 

was actually the case and more modern research there has been bringing an increasing 

amount of evidence supporting the idea about repeating patterns. 

There have been multiple research papers, also described in this bachelor thesis that have 

found convincing evidence about the existence of patterns in market data. Many researchers 

contribute these patterns to market psychology, like the adaptive market hypothesis, which 

is largely based on the principles from behavioural finance. The hypothesis states that, while 

market participants are mainly driven by their self-interest and are in principle making 

financial decisions based on rationality, still their judgement might become irrational under 

certain rapid and abnormal changes in the market conditions. This might have the effect that 

reinforces patterns in financial markets when large amount of market participants starts 

acting according to these psychological phenomena. 

These ideas are further reinforced by the evidence gathered in collective research papers 

like “The profitability of technical analysis: a review” and “What do we know about the 

profitability of technical analysis”, which both uncovered results leaning quite heavily 

towards the conclusion that financial markets could actually be predictable and there is a 

possibility of using these predictions to generate efficient trade decisions.  
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It also should be considered that according to the findings of “The profitability of technical 

analysis: a review”, already in 2004, at least 30% to 40% of practitioners consider technical 

analysis to be an essential element in identifying price movement over shorter time periods 

of up to 6 months. If these methods did not have any value in the identification of price 

movements, they most likely would not be seen in a such widespread use. 

The results with experimentation made using common technical analysis strategies and 

indicators in this bachelor thesis are also leaning towards the conclusion, that the markets 

have certain amount of predictability, even though the strategies were not always able to 

generate profit.  

The final conclusion of the thesis is that technical analysis has its place in analysing financial 

markets. It might not be universally profitable in all financial environments or with all asset 

classes, but there is a significant amount of evidence that when used in a correct way and in 

correct trading environment it certainly is able to be used successfully. When it comes to 

profitability, it is highly probable, that if the user of the technical analysis is a finance 

professional, has sufficient amount of experience, or has the ability to use the right 

indicators and methods in a right context, considerable profits can be generated. 

I would like to encourage more research and experimentation around this subject. It would 

be especially interesting to see the results of similar experimentation but with completely 

unique trading algorithms made with the programming language Python. In general, more 

information about the profitability of technical analysis is needed. 

4.1. Reflection 

As a project this subject was extremely interesting and researching this topic also was highly 

educational. There were a significant number of challenges along the way, but in the end 

almost everything worked out as it was expected. The biggest problems encountered were 

with the trading algorithms, which needed more work, time, and effort than was expected. 

This in turn led into some schedule issues. This should have been taken better into account 

right at the start by scheduling more time for the actual experimentation. 
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Most likely it would have been better to implement these strategies by programming these 

algorithms from ground up by using the programming language python. Even though the 

visual programming tools provided by Blueshift are very easy to use even if you do not have 

much experience with programming yourself. However, these visual programming tools 

have their weaknesses and limitations when it comes to constructing more advanced 

strategies. 

I will most likely continue to apply what I have learned about technical analysis and 

algorithmic trading while writing this bachelor thesis and make more experimentation 

around the subject independently in the future. 
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Appendix 

1. Results from the research paper “The profitability of technical analysis: a review” 
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